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Abstract

A configuration problem within the technical domain
is the problem of putting together different parts into
a complex system, given a description of the possi-
ble parts and the functionality of the required sys-
tem. While workin~ with our master thesis (Leitgeb,
Pernler 95) at SICS~ during 93 and 94, we found only
a few configuration systems extracting the functional
reasoning from the structural.
We herein motivate the need for functional reasoning
as a basis to find meaningful control structures sep-
arated from the application domain knowledge, and
that this, together with a separated structural ap-
proach to describe the possible parts of the artefact,
might be a neat solution.
We have defined a model for representing configura-
tion problems in two dimensions:

Functional knowledge of the function of the artefact.
Structural knowledge about structure and possible

parts of the artefact.

We have named this model the FAST model--the
Functional And STructural model, and tested it on
a real world application.

Functional and Structural Reasoning
over the Domain Knowledge

When we create an object through synthesis2, what do
we strive for? In reality, we are not just looking for an
object - no, we search for an object providing a certain
number of functions in its environment. The object is
characterised both by the functions it provides to its
environment, and the internal functions it uses to fulfil
the external functionality - without its internal func-
tions, the object can not perform the external ones.

In classical science, when talking about a physical
object, we can characterise it both through its struc-
ture (its parts) and its functions (Pirsig 74). We claim
that the most important characterisation is the func-
tional - in synthesis, we search for parts because of

1Swedish Institute of Computer Science, PO Box 1263,
S-164 28 KISTA, Sweden

2Such as configuration, design etc.

their functions. We are not primarily concerned with
aesthetical objects - we do not want amy structural part
not motivated by a function. Each part realizes one or
several necessary functions, or gives the overall system
a required quality. Our thesis is that no structural
description within the synthesis domain is justified by
itself.

Our willingness to use a structural description and
a structural reasoning as the basis for synthesis, comes
from our view of the object - we cam see its struc-
ture, touch its parts, divide it into pieces. You can
hardly see all the external and internal functions of a
motorcycle, for example. To divide its functions into
sub-functions requires deep knowledge of the function
of the motorcycle. Still, ff you want to repair a motor-
cycle, or customize your own motorcycle, you can no
longer use a pure structural reasoning. It is, if not im-
possible, at least extraordinarily unrealistic to believe
that a pure structural reasoning3 will effectively lead
to a solution.

There are other areas where functional reasoning is
promising, such as for explanations, creativity and un-
derstandability but we will not go deeper into those
matters in this paper.

The Functional And STructural
problem solving model - FAST

The functional and structural problem solving model
is a model for representation and computation in
knowledge-based systems for configuration purposes.
We believe that a structural decomposition has to be
made in a way suitable for efficient use by higher levels
of reasoning. For this to be possible and for the de-
scription to be reusable we strive for a declarative rep-
resentation of the functional and the structural knowl-
edge.

Our problem solving model is as follows: when an
artefact (object) is to be configured, one start off with
the functional description. It has the main function of
the object as a top level node. Then, by evaluating

aWithout functional reasoning compiled into it (for ex-
ample as "control knowledge")
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the functional description the configuration will be ex-
panded in a top-down style and the functional parts
will be refined successively. When a physical part is
needed at the functional level, we reference an object
class at the structural level and then the object class
will in its local context decide how the current instance
shall be configured. The coupling from the functional
level down to the structural level is a mapping in or-
der to make the functional reasoning more independent
from the structural.

Functional representation & reasoning
In the domain of synthesis, a functional decomposition
can be based on the view that the overall function of
the system can be decomposed into sub-functions that
the system must perform. If we bind the functional
decomposition close to the structural decomposition,
we risk to disregard functions not directly given by a
certain structure, but being based on a dependency not

¯ explicit in our structural decomposition. We also risk
to loose a broad view on what the system has to f,,lfi].

The functional decomposition helps to realise the in-
ternal and external functions that the system must pro-
vide. It uses sub functions as a way to realise a desired
function. The functions in the decomposition are of
two kinds;
Combined functions A combined function is a func-

tion that, to some extent, uses sub-functions to re-
alise its own function. It might reference parts at
the structural level.

Atomic functions An atomic function is realised en-
tirely through references to parts in the structural
decomposition.

The realisation of a function is a plan of how to
satisfy one or several functional demands. A plan is
an abstract (reusable) description of how to carry out
such a task. It could consist of complex reasoning, as
well as a simple description of a demand.

In our functional decomposition, relations can be of
two different types;

Has-function The has-function is a way to realise a
function through sub-functions. This is a coupling
between nodes in the functional hierarchy.

Maps-to The maps-to gives a way to implement a
function through communication with parts in the
structural decomposition. This means that we use
a physical part to realise a function. This is not
really a node in the functional decompos!tion, it is
merely a mapping function from the functional to
the structural level.

Structural representation &: reasoning
The structure of the object to be configured can be
described on different levels. A strictly connection
oriented description would use direct couplings only.
We propose a more abstract (more function oriented)
structural description.

Using a motorcycle as aa example of a configurable
object, consider the following question. Do you believe
a motorcycle to have a structural part called a "mo-
tor"? If so, considering a decomposition based on "is
connected to", where is this so called "motor"? Is the
camshaft a part of the motor or the transmission sys-
tem, and is this obvious from the structural descrip-
tion? If it is not obvious, is the decomposition then
natural? Have we gained in understandability and lu-
cidity?

The coupling-based decompositions fail in being
"complete" in some sense. We need some kind of ab-
straction possibility, where we consider structural ob-
jects constructed from other objects. Here we will re-
turn to the borderline between functional and struc-
tural decompositions. A motor is motivated by the
need for mechanical power. This mechanical power
(which is a function) is then transmitted by the trans-
mission system (transmission is a function) to the
wheels etc. So, what we have created, is a semi-
functional structure, based on the relation "has-part".

The structural decomposition is made in order to
simplify the representation and maintainance of the
description of physical objects. It is a way to represent
the object classes, couplings and dependencies between
them. The decomposition can be viewed as a hierarchy
where the abstract nodes (nodes with sub-parts) are
complex object classes and the leaf nodes are atomic
object classes. There are three different types of part-
relations;

Has-part This corresponds to a coupling between a
part and its subpart. It is a way to decompose an
object class into sub-object classes, each one describ-
ing a part of the object.

Is-a This corresponds to possible real world realisa-
tions of an object class, that is, a physical object.

Super Corresponds to inheritance from an abstract
object which is used for keeping common domain
knowledge.

The structural level will represent the structural ob-
jects in a way that each object can be referenced. The
semantics is that each object in the structural hier-
archy can be instantiated and when instantiated, the
object and its sub-parts are configured in accordance
with the local context at the time of the reference. The
local context is defined by functional and structural
requirements on the object to be configured. After in-
stantiation the initial configuration can be further re-
fined by the functional reasoning or relations to other
structural parts.

Relations and restrictions

In functional and structural reasoning restrictions and
relations between functional and structural objects
may occur. Implicit restrictions are those expressed
by the structural decomposition, static knowledge lim-
iting the set of possible solutions. Explicit restrictions
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are dynamic, complementing the structural decompo-
sition with relations not possible to express statically,
and while receiving new case specific restrictions dy-
namically evaluating the static knowledge towards a
solution. We have implemented these as constraints.

Constraints are a declarative way of expressing re-
strictions and relations. Configuration can partly be
viewed as a constraint satisfaction problem - we know
the possible parts, and we search for a composition ful-
filling a number of different restrictions. But we must
still be aware of the fact that explicit constraints are
just one possible implementation of restriction knowl-
edge.

In our solution constraints can be defined between
different objects that are in the sub-hierarchy of an
object and its attributes - both from the functional
reasoning to the structural realisation, and between
structural parts.

We would like to think of constraint solving as lira-
¯ iting a value domain according to other value domains
and the restrictions between them. A constraint is
merely a formulation of a restriction, which implicitly
cuts the value domains of the included attributes in
order to create consistency amongst the constraints.
The method of using constraints combined with fixes,
as done by, for example (Marcus 89) in VT, is just
a mid-way solution between rules and pure constraint
solving.

The FAST framework

We will here describe the framework which we imple-
mented by extensions to a kernel language in order
to get a language with desirable properties. The lan-
guage we used as kernel was SICStus 2.1 (SICStus 93),
which is an effective Prolog implementation with ob-
ject oriented facilities from SICS (Swedish Institute
of Computer Science). The object oriented part was
used to achieve a representation with inheritance, dy-
namic instantiation, and the object oriented view con-
centrating on objects and their relations. Especially
we used the modulazisation included by the object ori-
ented paradigm and the sub/super relation needed for
structure sharing.

Functional problem solving objects

By separating the functional objects in two parts; a
mapping and a reasoning part, they can be specified in
a way that gives full usability and re-usability.

The mapping part deals with mapping attributes,
objects etc. to structural level objects and by using
abstract names given in the mapping, make the func-
tional reasoning generic. When applying the functional
object to another domain, the only thing that has to
be changed is the mapping.

The reasoning part is, as described above, a way
of defining a generic functional reasoning. How that
is implemented is today much left to the user. He
can freely combine the mechanisms of SICStus Prolog

and our functional framework including the constraint
solver. A functional object can be of three kinds;

1. An abstract node, referring to other nodes. This
could be viewed as decomposing a function into sub-
functions.

function_eleva%ion : : {
decompose(Instance) 

function_suspension(Instance),
function_safety(Instance),
function_transport (Instance) 

A reference to the decomposition is
made by referencing the method decompose, as in
function_elevation: : decompose (Instance),
where Instance is the instance of the structural ob-
ject handled.

2. An atomic function realises a function through some
functional reasoning.

function_balance : : {
set_equal_weight (0bj_l_weight, 0bj_2_weight) : 

constrain ( [0bj _1_weight, =, 0bj P-_weight] 
mapping (Inst):-

0bject_l = Inst<>Car_assembly: :weight,
0bject_2 = Inst<>Counterweight : :weight,
set_equal_weight(0bject_l, 0bject_2) 

This example shows a limited functional reasoning.
It introduces a constraint that the weight of two bal-
anced objects must be equal. It is referred to by a
call to the method balancing: :mapping(I) with 
set to the instance name of the structural object.

3. Or a mk of the above. It is possible to have de-
compositions and mappings in the same functional
object.

Structural problem solving objects

Complex objects
An object class that has one or several has-paxt rela-
tion(s) is defined as a complex object. When instanti-
ated, it will automatically create instances of its nec-
essary sub-part(s) and during evaluation it might in-
crease or decrease the number of sub-parts.

Generally:

<name> : : {
super(complex_object) 
has_part(<object class>, <nr>) 
<other_attributes> }.

Example:

motor : : {
super (complex~bj e ct 
has_part (generator, i) 

generator :: {
weight (10) 

The above declaration will introduce the following;
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¯ automatic instantiation of a declared part (or parts
- as many as declared or calculated, <nr> argument
above).

¯ automatic access to a part through a new operator
- the with_part (reference) operator, written as <>,
and the access to its instance is done through the
abstract name of the part.

Example of an execution in SICStus:

¯ - motor : :new(motor_Dne).
A new motor instance is created.

yes
¯ - motor_One<>generator: :weight(A).
A=IO ?

It has a generator instance, with a method
weight which is 10.

yes

Constrained objects
We constructed constrained objects with access to
a constraint solver and a mechanism to propagate
changes. For complex objects this propagation will
also call its parts to ask them to perform propagation
of a change. Constraints can be formulated in three
ways:

¯ between the internal attributes of an object.

¯ between attributes either internal or belonging to
one of its parts (or its parts part, etc. ).

¯ from the funtionai reasoning concerning two possibly
structurally independent objects with a functional
relation.

The domain of an attribute can be an interval, a fi-
nite domain of numbers or atoms, or a restricted form
of table.

Generally:

<name> : : {
super (const rained_complex) 
initial_constraints (<constrlist>) 
<other_attributes> }.

Example:

motor : : {
super (constrained_complex)
has_part (generator, I)
weight ( [ [0], [+] ] ) 
own_weight([lO]) 
initial_constraints ( 

[weight, =, owa_weight, +, generator: :weight]
]) }.

The above declaration will introduce the following;

¯ The set of initial_constraints will be a part of
the constraint set for this part. It will be evaluated
for consistency initially and when new constraints
are introduced. Using the generator in the example

of complex objects above, a motor instance will after
initial constraint solving have a value domain of [20]
for the attribute weight4.

¯ The super object constrained_complex5 will allow
the functional reasoning to act on the instances of
the object and its parts during constraint solving.

Model objects - classifiers
If an abstract object class is to be realised through one
of several models, it is called a classifier object. Those
models (rea]isations of the classifier object) that does
not fulfil the constraints on the classifier object are re-
moved. Consider the example above, with an object
class motor. There might be several different motors,
sharing the same general construction with a genera-
tor, weight etc. We choose an abstract motor, which
will keep track of its possible instances, and remove
instances according to the constraints on the abstract
motor. To make this possible, we introduced the gen-
eral object classifier, and a relation is_a, making an
object a model (realisation) of a classifier object.

Generally:

<namel> : : {
super(classifier)
<common_attribute> &
<attribute1> &
¯ ,. }o

<name2> :: {
is_a(<namel>)
<attribute1> &
¯ .. }.

Example:

motor : : {
super(classifier) 
super (complex_obj e ct)
has_part (generator, i) 
weight ([I0]) 
horsepower([]) 

m18 : : {
is_a(motor) 
horsepower(J18]) 

m25 :: {
is_a(motor)
horsepower ([25]) 

The above declaration will introduce the following;

¯ Common attribute declarations, saying what every
motor has such as a generator and a weight.

¯ Abstract attribute declarations, like horsepower in
motor above, that every motor must have a value
domain for.

4The attribute weight is initially declared to range from
zero to plus infinity.

SAn object which is of the class constrained_complex is
both complex (ie. has sub-parts) and may be constrained.
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¯ The is_a relation/declaration, saying that an object
is a concrete object of a certain object class, such as
m18 and m25 above.

¯ During the execution, a classifier object will have
an attribute models, keeping all possible concrete
objects which are not yet out-constrained, and when
an attribute of the classifier is updated, all models
will automatically be checked to see if they still are
part of the set of possible solutions. If all concrete
objects are out-constrained, we will fail.

¯ If a new instruction is made on the motor object
above, the instance would after this new have an at-
tribute models, containing a list ofml8 and m25, and
its attribute horsepower would be a finite domain
with 18 and 25. If the horsepower was constrained
to be more than 18, 18 would disappear from the fi-
nite domain of possible horsepower for the classifier
motor and m18 would disappear from models.

Evaluation

Our current implementation can express the VT prob-
lem, an elevator configuration problem described by
(Yost 93). VT has been used as a benchmark problem
for configuration systems. Due to combinatorial ex-
plosion when all constraints are included, we can only
solve it excluding a few (less than three, out of more
than 140) constraints. This is of course not satisfying,
but a more intelligent constraint solver can probably
solve the complete set of constraints, using different
constraint solving techniques and more efficient repre-
sentations of internal data structures etc.

Some mathematical problems remain to be solved,
such as the sine function of an interval, though today
a superset of the correct intervals can be found. We
can express and evaluate finite domains, intervals, and
tables, for example. This expressiveness was needed
to effectively allow the user to represent constraints as
specified in our model. Also, our current implementa-
tion only creates functional and structural consistency.
It does not select one specific solution, thus a choice-
mechanism is needed,

Conclusions

One conclusion is that the complex and cryptic inter-
actions between structural objects are mostly due to
functional demands and with a functional decomposi-
tion we ’decode’ these interactions and relate them to
their functional origin, thus clarifying their existence
and meaning. We also avoid ’dirty’ objects, ’filled with
problem specific functional ’control knowledge’, or
pseudo-structured ’rule-bases with meta-rules’ which
often is the case when different types of knowledge are
mixed instead of separated.

We have developed a problem solving model, based
on a functional and structural domain knowledge spec-
ification, with constraint reasoning for dynamic case-
specific evaluation. Through an implementation of a

framework of general, re-usable problem solving mech-
anisms and a representation of the VT problem in this
framework, we have taken the first steps towards val-
idating the genera/usefulness and applicability of our
idea and its model.

Generally, we felt that the need for domain specific
control knowledge was greatly reduced using declara-
tive representation forms such as constraintss, objects
and logic.

Future work

The functional reasoning is presently limited to hier-
archical decomposition, abstraction through mapping,
with refinement through the usage of plans. We would
like to see a more flexible and powerful functional rea-
soning. For the structural decomposition, we believe
an extension of the dynamic creation of complex parts
to be a useful extension of our current implementation.

As functional reasoning is quite a new concept, es-
pecially separated functional reasoning, it might take
time to gain acceptance in the community of configu-
ration system engineers. A new paradigm (Kuhn 62)
introduces new view points for knowledge engineers as
well as users of knowledge based systems.
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Terminology

The Configuration Problem

A1 We have a finite domain of object classes and a
finite domain of direct 7 relations between these ob-
ject classes. An instance of an object class is called
an object. An instance of a direct relation is called
a coupling.

A2 Each object is restricted by the properties of its
corresponding class, and each coupling is restricted
by the properties of its corresponding relation.

A3 A coupling is a direct structural relation. We de-
fine a dependency to be an indirect or functional
relation between objects.

A4 In a configuration problem the connectivity (the
number of possible couplings) between objects is fi-
nite.

A5 The properties of objects, couplings, and depen-
dencies realizes structural and functional require-
ments on the combination of objects.

A6 Externals functional requirements restrict the pos-
sible couplings and objects.

Remarks:

A1 tells us that all possible object classes and rela-
tions are known beforehand and that they constitute
finite sets.

A2 claims that the objects and couplings have static
semantics - it is not possible to adjust them. If ad-
justable, we have a (sub) design problem. Note that

7Direct in the sense that it is a relation between two
objects, not dependent on any other object to act as a
bridge (cf. A3)

SInternal are the restrictions described in A5, external
are those given by a user in a specific case (for a specific
solution)

design is more general than configuration, i.e. con-
figuration is a sub problem of design, even if some
design problems in part are configuration problems.
For example, it is usual within the design domain
to configure an abstract artefact to be designed, and
then to design (specify) its parts.

A3 In the configuration domain the direct relations
have a structural nature. This separates the config-
uration domain from related domains (eft. (Leitgeb,
Pernler 95)).

A4 settles the fuzzy borderline versus problems in the
design area, for example VLSI-design.

A5 describes the consequences of internal functional
requirements - the structural and functional proper-
ties of objects and their couplings.

Problem knowledge

Knowledge about a specific problem application do-
main, such as configuration of computer systems. The
problem knowledge is the knowledge of Definitions A1
to A4 within a specific application domain.

Problem solving knowledge

Can be divided into application domain problem solv-
ing knowledge, and general problem solving knowledge.
The former is beforehand knowledge of A5 to A6, for
example as functional knowledge about objects and
their combination(s).
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